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The images of men’s wits and knowledge remain in books, exempted from the wrong of time 
and capable of perpetual renovation. Neither are they fitly to be called images, because they 
generate still, and cast their seeds in the minds of others, provoking and causing infinite 
opinions in succeeding ages.—Francis Bacon, the Advancement (W.A. Wright, ed., Oxford, 
1900), I, viii, 6, p. 72 
 
As good almost kill a man as kill a good book: who kills a man, kills a reasonable creature, 
God’s image, but he who destroys a good book kills reason itself . . . a good book is the precious 
lifeblood of a master spirit, embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life beyond life.—John 
Milton, Areopagitica (Merrit Y. Hughes, ed., Complete Poems and Major Prose, New York: 
Macmillan, 1985), 720. 
 
After Laura Clark Brown first invited me to write about the relationship between the sources of the 
Southern Historical Collection and the historiography of the antebellum South, the direction of my first 
meditations took me by surprise. The task had seemed deceptively simple, for historians love archives. If 
they are our tools then there is none more suited to the task than this one: none whose handle fits so 
smoothly to the hand; no other that can heft so much of time’s weight. The Southern Historical 
Collection is the best place to research the central issue of antebellum southern history: the 
development of plantation slavery and the experience of those who tried to survive it. Yet as I reflected, 
I could not get around the difference between what this archive is and what we historians have done or 
left undone. In many ways the millions of documents that live here have not shaped the work of 
professional historians of antebellum slavery. Now by this I do not mean that the archivists, at the 
Southern or elsewhere, have failed. They are among the heroes of this story. Nor do I mean to tell you 
a predictable story of good guys and bad guys among the historians. This story does contain some 
villains, but good sometimes comes from even their bad intentions, as in the case of J. G. de Roulhac 
Hamilton. Most important of all, however, are others: human and heroic in ways that we do not always 
recognize. These heroes are the documents of the unconquerable archive. 
Of course, documents are paper, and the people that made them are all dead. Living in them are 
words—mere words, perhaps—and yet words are most of what we can know of people even when 
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they are alive. We often treat documents as the representations or even the very beings of people who, 
though dead, still count. Historians in particular already believe—or so I will argue by deductive 
reasoning from our best practices—that we owe obligations of justice to dead human beings and their 
words. Too often, however, the historiography of southern slavery has failed to meet these obligations. 
The shifting nature of historians’ successes and failures in this area owes something to the debates of 
historians over time. Yet perhaps far more significant have been the seismic shifts in thought and 
assumption created by the processes of nationalism, modernization, and globalization. Huge, world-
historical changes over the last two centuries—and especially ones that have taken place during the first 
seventy-five years of the Southern’s life—have built and perhaps even built upon the changing 
connections between the historian and the archive. In that spirit I steal my title from Jonathan Schell’s 
recent work of synthetic world-history, The Unconquerable World, which argues that historical 
developments have left the modern superpower much less able than it realizes to bend the world to its 
political will by war. Since the rise of the modern nation-state, which in turn gave rise to the 
superpower, was the seedtime of the historical profession of today, perhaps there is a lesson here about 
still unfulfilled relationships between historians and their archives. 
For Schell, the nation-state and modern war sprung from the same nexus: the revolutionary era that 
began in 1775 and ended sometime after 1804. New states emerged, and old ones changed. Some of 
these states were more successful than others, at least in the sense that they quickly grew strong 
enough to overwhelm all other societies. This growth owed much to the wave of colonization and 
global looting that began in the fifteenth century. It owed much to the exploitation of vast millions of 
enslaved African people, driven to the Americas in the train of a microbial army that left the latter 
continents populated mostly by native ghosts. But the triumph of these states also owed much to the 
new willingness of people who now called themselves “Frenchmen,” “Germans,” or “Americans” to 
identify themselves and their interests with the idea of the nation, and with its government. Many 
eagerly gave it their lives, mobilizing to fight in vast citizen armies that far exceeded in size those of 
previous centuries. Competition to produce the strongest national militaries, and the nation-states’ 
provision of fertile technological, capitalist, and industrial environments drove exponential growth in 
their ability to produce and project military power. These changes did not just affect Europe. The 
process of competition reached a first climax in the Napoleonic wars, but over the course of the 
nineteenth century, these developments generated a second wave of European (and European settlers’) 
expansion. By the beginning of the twentieth century, the nation-states of the west could collectively 
claim to have subdued almost every other human society on the face of the globe.[1]
The profession of history rose as a response to these developments, for conquering nations needed 
justifications. Indeed, many today still believe the main purpose of historical study is the justification of 
the nation.[2] The implications of their desire to justify the present through the past are most 
interesting.[3] In those days historians went to secure the consent of the past to national mythologies. 
This is an odd bit of business worth considering, for it implies something very important about particular 
assumptions about history, assumptions that we may well share today. To understand how deeply 
engrained is the idea that the past makes claims that the present must respect, one might first reflect on 
the opposite view, as stated by Thomas Jefferson. In a well-known letter, he wrote: “The dead have no 
rights. They are nothing, and nothing cannot own something. Where there is no substance, there can be 
no accident.”[4] The dead, he argued, are not persons to whom the living owe the obligations of justice, 
law, or morality. 
Historians do not believe Jefferson’s argument, and never have. The nationalist historians certainly did 
not, for they sought to secure the consent—or seeming consent—of the dead to an account of history 
that would make the nation-state seem inevitable and good. Today we still do not believe that the dead 
are nothing. Why would you be reading this text right now if you do not think that the dead matter, 
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even if matter is what they are not? And what matters most to us now is what they have to say, for 
nothing expresses more clearly the accidents of individuality and experience that make our general 
human substance so unique and particular as persons, than what we have to say. You may say that the 
dead are not alive, and so their throats are closed and voices stilled. Perhaps, yet historians—and you 
may count yourself as one of them—seem to be very interested in what they have to say. Those of the 
antebellum South, in particular, trek to the Southern Historical Collection because there the keepers 
store the words of dead people, in folders and boxes and stacks and recordings and databases. 
Archivists, historians, and, in fact, society as a whole spend treasure and time uncounted to recover, 
preserve, and read those words. Historians go back to them again and again, and say that they have 
heard different things from them than other people have heard from them. 
The way in which we interpret these documents shares key characteristics with other human dialogues. 
The words in the documents contain many layers of ever-changing meaning. Historians, for instance, 
disagree with each other about what dead people have said, because one text can speak to each of us in 
different ways. We also disagree with what the texts themselves have said, and find not only falsehoods 
but reprehensible ones hidden there. The presence of lies shows that the living voices of people remain 
in the archive. Mere ink and paper cannot tell lies. Neither can magnetic tape, nor even headstones or 
ashes. Only people can tell lies or truths. Dead people make claims—living, changing claims, claims with 
whatever moral weight we assign to truth and falsehood, life and death, crime and law—about events 
now past through words stored in documents. And although some critics emphasize the ways in which 
readers impose their own frames upon the text’s image, even dead people can say new things that 
surprise us. Many of the researchers who have sat at the polished desks of the Southern Historical 
Collection’s reading room upstairs have felt something like the shock experienced by Saul and the witch. 
Each of them, in a separate way, heard unexpected news from the shade of Samuel. One heard the past 
say that the present was not what he thought it would be. The other, perhaps was shocked to hear the 
dead speak at all, although she had practiced her craft as if they could. In words from the documents of 
the past we meet shades and spirits foreign to our experience, meanings set up as stumbling blocks to 
bruise us with stubborn disagreement. 
The epistemology of our dialogues with documents raises the closely connected issue of the ethics of 
our response to their calls and challenges. Although documents can surprise us, lie to us, or even offend 
us, we could choose—as in any conversation—not to listen, to pick monologue over dialogue. We 
could ignore, distort, or deny. We could conquer the archive by imposing our account of the past over 
the strident voices of the dead. We could even destroy the artifacts that preserve words, like 
embarrassed descendants or governments past and present. Yet if we converse with someone, we have 
already assumed the implicit obligation to hear them out and think fairly about their words, and 
furthermore, to report their words fairly and truthfully. We choose whether or not to fulfill that 
obligation. Likewise the obligation to listen, to consider, and to tell the truth clearly applies to historians 
who consider the past. Historians’ everyday practices of note-taking, citation, and charity of 
interpretation reveal that they believe, or ought to believe, that we must take dead people and their 
claims seriously in the present and evaluate them fairly. 
At the core of common-sense practices of history resides the assumption that historians should hold up 
their end of a living dialogue with dead people. This position on the virtues of dialogue rests on a 
broader ethical imperative. At the foundations, historians believe—whether they admit it or not—that 
they ought to act in our dealings with the dead in accordance with a general principle of justice that one 
might normally think of as applying to the living. One might express this definition of justice as: “to sort 
out what belongs to whom, and to return it to them”—a principle simple in expression, perhaps, though 
maddeningly complex to enact.[5] The principle also runs like a gathering thread through historians’ 
changing understandings of their mission. We began by courting the favor of the dead as if they were 
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alive. Now, one hopes, we acknowledge the living obligation to give them the words that are not only 
what belongs to them, but their very being: to give them a fair hearing and to retell truthfully. 
The early professional historians, however, did not say that what they were doing was engaging in a 
conversation with the dead. They claimed, as they moved to define their profession in the late 
nineteenth century, the more exalted status of science. The reasons for this claim lie embedded in the 
histories of the nation-states in which the historical profession emerged. The more republican versions 
of the nation-state sought to secure not only the consent of the past, but of their present citizens to 
their government. They were all, however, in the business of conquering, whether they were 
conservative (Britain, Germany, Belgium, even perhaps Russia) or republican (the United States, France, 
the Netherlands) in origin. Geopolitical conquests needed justification, but other kinds of conquest also 
shaped historical thinking. For the science and technology, well-fertilized by the state and the market 
economy, that gave the Western nations a constantly growing war-fighting power and made global 
conquest possible also appeared to conquer all nature. By the late nineteenth century its acolytes 
claimed they were rendering the world into an ordered truth that was both absolute and submissive to 
human knowledge, by taking accidents or particular facts and from them abstracting statements about 
general substance. Though the founders of the historical profession acted in some ways as if they 
assumed, contra Jefferson, that the dead were people whose consent they valued, they also consciously 
desired the paradigmatic glamour of science for history. So they turned to conquer the facts of the past 
just as, armed with science and technology, the western nations’ armies had conquered the world. 
Yet by seeking to subdue—like armies, like scientists—the facts of the past, the founders of the 
discipline of history and the modern historical archive misunderstood. The data they collected could not 
lead to unchanging and objective truths. It came as complex and constantly shifting words, 
interpretations of fallible dead people who were themselves interpreters of the past and present. 
Further, historians who wanted to mobilize the dead in vast citizen-armies of documents to defend the 
nation could not live out “that noble dream” of objectivity, even if that were possible. Goals and 
theories alike blinded them to their blindness. This describes those who studied at Johns Hopkins in the 
1890s as accurately as it does those a generation earlier at Göttingen, and this was as true for those 
who came from Virginia, like Woodrow Wilson, as for Frederick Jackson Turner of Wisconsin. 
The task of the professional historian of the American South was if anything the most complicated of all. 
He bore the simultaneous responsibilities of defending the South and making it part of the American 
nation. Cleverly, this generation of southern historians came up with an argument that did both at the 
same time. Building on the lost-cause interpretation of history that the white South had developed as its 
own common-sense understanding of its highly problematic recent past, the new professional historians 
of the region characterized the sectional conflict, Civil War, and reconstruction as a colossal blunder. 
The mistakes were, at the bottom, caused by the unwillingness of white abolitionists to accept the 
“scientific” “reality” of racial inequality. White Americans had fallen into division over the alleged wrongs 
done to an inferior people unsuited for freedom—enslaved blacks. The consequence of these errors 
against the science of the day was the maiming of the all-important nation-state. While the South lost 
the ensuing war not by lack of valor but by lack of numbers, the North in its error compounded the 
devastation inflicted on their white brethren. “Tragic misjudgments” led to Reconstruction, in which an 
“inferior race” “ruled” a “superior race” until the brave Redeemers forced northerners to see the error 
of their ways.[6]
The task was complex, no doubt, but historians from both sides of the Mason-Dixon line were ready to 
justify a national reconciliation enacted at the expense of African Americans. William Dunning, though a 
northerner, purveyed the southern Redeemer point of view from his Reconstruction seminar at 
Columbia University. Herbert Baxter Adams had already trained numerous southerners at Johns 
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Hopkins in Baltimore. The Southern Historians spread across the network of northern schools: William 
Dodd at Chicago, Richard Dabney at Indiana, John Spencer Bassett at Williams, Woodrow Wilson at 
Bryn Mawr, Wesleyan, and then Princeton. None of them showed any interest in conceding southern 
claims. And why should they? Northern white historians intoned the same shibboleths.[7] They believed 
in the “reality” of race and racist claims. They wanted a unified and white nation. And they were also 
casting their eyes abroad at prospective conquests—other darker peoples, as the United States now 
took its place among the other imperial nation-states.[8]  
White scholarly and lay audiences alike accepted reunion on southern terms, and they were quite willing 
to let a southern-dominated version of antebellum slavery become historiographical consensus. 
Justification came from the claims of Georgia-born Ulrich B. Phillips of Georgia that slavery was 
unprofitable, and that planters “knew” their Negroes. Slavery became a sort of burden borne by the 
white South for the sake of the nation-state as a whole. Northerners evidently believed Phillips’ account, 
if tenure at Wisconsin, Michigan, and Yale is any indication, and they also mostly accepted the white 
southern claim that they could and should continue to handle the “race issue” in their own way. Phillips, 
widely credited with placing the study of southern slavery on a firm archival base, also convinced 
because he used the technology associated with a “scientific” history.[9] In particular, he deprecated 
reliance upon travelers’ accounts and planters’ memoirs, and even used newspapers to produce price 
series for southern slave markets. Most importantly of all, he located, preserved, and promoted the use 
of surviving southern planters’ letters, diaries, and ledgers.[10]
Phillips’ work helped inspire J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton to help found the Southern Historical Collection. 
Indeed, Phillips supported the establishment of the collection, and Hamilton in return promised Phillips 
unfettered access to the materials.[11] While Hamilton was part of the nationalist racist, allegedly 
scientific version of early southern history, he regarded documents as more than data. After criss-
crossing the South for most of the 1920s and 1930s in a quest for surviving caches of family papers, he 
had borne away so many manuscripts in his succession of battered old Fords that counterparts in other 
southern states bitterly bemoaned the depredations of “Ransack” Hamilton.[12] In a way, Hamilton 
regarded the documents he sought as lives to save. Citing Milton’s defense of books, he mourned the 
death of a document as “literary homicide . . . the utter and irremediable destruction of an author.”[13] 
Yet Hamilton was tone-deaf to the nuances of the words he gathered. Despite claims to an “objective,” 
“scientific” history, he and his peers relentlessly imposed their predetermined conclusion—slavery was 
good and that African Americans were and always would be inferior to whites. In Hamilton’s UNC 
lecture hall, where graduate student C. Vann Woodward squirmed in irritation while Hamilton “h[eld] 
forth in the old time way” about blacks “for the benefit of appreciative” male undergraduates.[14]
Hamilton could not think critically about the complex sources that he gathered, any more than could 
Phillips, whose works are a massive exercise in the post hoc justification of slavery. His best-known 
works, American Negro Slavery (1918), and Life and Labor in the Old South (1929) may possess some of the 
virtues ascribed to them over the years.[15] However, they are problematic for many reasons. They 
never consider African Americans as independent minds, historical actors, or centers of moral 
responsibility. One would expect these flaws from an historian who insisted on dedicating Life and Labor 
in the Old South, his most well-researched work, “To the Dominant Class of the South.”[16] Even the 
claims of defenders to the effect that “He was racist, but his sources were good” are shaky. The 
manuscript sources did not always play the advertised role in his analysis. In his chapter on the 
experience of slavery in Life and Labor in the Old South—“Life in Thraldom,” he calls it—only ten of the 
eighty-three footnotes cite non-printed manuscript sources. Critics have argued that he used statistics in 
a selective and misleading fashion that gave an account of slavery based on the largest plantations. They 
have documented his extremely selective quotations of slavery’s contemporary observers. He of course 
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ignored the testimony of black survivors of slavery, except on one or two occasions when they seemed 
favorable to his argument.[17]
In the decades after Phillips’ death in 1934, however, the United States and the world changed, and so 
did many human beings’ conversations with their pasts. The sustained opposition of generations of 
African American activists tore open the cotton curtain, and historians could play a role in this 
process.[18] In fact, the attack on formal segregation amplified the voices of African American scholars 
who had been sapping the underpinnings of the old pro-slavery scholarship by using the tools of 
Roulhac’s archive itself. In The Militant South, for instance, John Hope Franklin turned the white 
nationalist history of the Old South on its head. Under his questioning, dead leaders and institutions 
spilled the beans like incompetent suspects in the precinct “box.” They confessed that they had created 
a militarized, mad state and society devoted to suppressing internal dissent. This sounded both 
unattractive and familiar to twentieth-century readers, and sapped the willingness of a significant number 
of whites to accede to the continued invocations of the white nationalist bargain over race. [19]
Even from segregated tables and separate reading rooms, experts in the use of the archives built to 
confirm nationalist histories could turn the voices of the dead against the powers of this world. African 
American scholarship posed a counter-truth to the plantation orthodoxy, undermining nationalist and 
scientific attempts to enlist the past. The limits they imposed on historiographical conquest mirrored 
developments in the wider world. By 1945, the great nation-states ran up against the limits of conquest. 
Constant innovation and competition made them strong enough to dominate the rest of the world, but 
paradoxically left them unable to wage war against each other. At least that was true when they faced 
off against each other—after 1945 the threat of nuclear war between the great powers immobilized 
both the United States and the Soviet Union. Direct war was even less useful as a political tool than it 
had been when the powers of Europe matched citizen armies, machine guns, and trench lines between 
1914 and 1918. All-out war between the major powers had already reduced the value of conquest, now 
it would leave no world to conquer at all. 
The nation-states’ triumphalist historiographies had also released other innovations into the world, 
creating other unexpected effects that mirrored in ways great and small the struggles over the American 
South’s past and present. These included the many uses of the language of national self-determination 
first expressed by bourgeois revolutionaries in the west, the consequences of promises of individual 
rights and cultural modernization, and the models mapped out by the nationalist historians of all 
Western revolutions.[20] In the face of independence movements, exhaustion from world and cold wars, 
and growing anxiety of some metropolitan populations over the contradictions evident in colonialism, 
the direct-rule colonial empires conquered in the nineteenth century all fell. Western nation-states 
experienced chastening and paradoxical setbacks; more powerful than ever on the battlefield, they were 
less able than nineteenth-century ancestors to subdue what became known as the “third world.” 
Decades of guerrilla war in places like China, Algeria, southern Africa, and Vietnam showed that a 
people at war might never win a single battle. They might never get representative government. But if 
they do not surrender, perhaps even the greatest military and technological power cannot conquer 
them from the outside.[21]
Cold war and simmering decolonization might seem distinct from hot but wordy battles over the 
historiography of enslavement in the American South, but these phenomena pulsed together in complex 
exchanges. From the 1950s onward, works by Kenneth Stampp and others used the sources collected 
by Hamilton and others to demolish Phillips’ image of the planter as a kindly white paternalist. The 
bibliography of Stampp’s Peculiar Institution: Slavery in the Antebellum South, for instance, cites fifty 
collections from the SHC. With the tableau of genial masters and childlike slaves also fell the imagined 
historical precedent of twentieth-century white southern leaders’ claim to the competence to govern 
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local race relations without federal oversight.[22] The civil rights and black cultural movements drove the 
new scholarship on slavery, and these movements both exposed and gained strength from every 
challenge to the nation-state’s power. The rabid extremes of segregation in the South gave the Soviet 
Union plenty of rhetorical ammunition to use against its rival, so from Truman through Johnson, 
successive administrations reluctantly offered the growing civil rights movement federal oxygen. The 
example of decolonization movements and the later perception of both American defeat and American 
moral failure in Vietnam made more scholars in the United States willing to criticize the history 
produced by the racist consensus that had sealed nationalist reunion a lifetime earlier.[23]
The archive of slavery’s past was giving new responses to new questioners and different questions, and 
the present continually reshaped those conversations. From the early 1960s onward, African American 
direct action—non-violent or not—against American racism helped spur historians to seek evidence of 
resistance both dramatic and mundane to the exercise of enslavers’ power.[24] Scholars also disputed the 
claim that enslaved black people had possessed no worthwhile culture at all. As African American 
cultural movements gained new publicity outside of the academy, historians combed the sources for 
evidence of the survival of African customs and beliefs, and their relevance to black resistance.[25] Yet 
the existing archive was too limited for these purposes. Hamilton’s aims, the realities of antebellum 
writing, and the winnowing of time focused it on planter-created sources. And from their records alone 
one might end up seeing the slave quarters through the big house’s distorted glass.[26]
In response, social and cultural historians of slave society identified new sources to add to the archive of 
slavery. Most important were an array of narratives from ex-slaves—the published “fugitive” 
autobiographies of the nineteenth century, and several thousand interviews conducted (primarily by the 
New Deal’s Works Progress Administration, or WPA) with surviving ex-slaves in the 1930s. These 
sources vastly expanded the possibilities of understanding the slave South, and beginning in the early 
1970s a field of fresh histories sprang up from newly turned soil.[27] Using the WPA and other ex-slave 
sources, its authors wrote of slave culture, whether surviving elements of African ideas and practices, or 
ways of life and thought created on this side of the Atlantic. They spoke of resistance, family life, and 
soon of enslaved women’s history.[28] Other scholars found right in planters’ papers things that Hamilton 
could not see. Indeed no one could, without looking closely. In reported conversations with slaves, 
exasperation with persistent runaways, and uncomprehending reports of strange practices that masters 
could not stamp out lived the evidence of enslaved people’s community, culture, and resistance.[29]
Yet the new histories had their own troubled relationship to the dead whose words collected in 
slavery’s expanding archive. Some critics noted strains where scholars were determined to prove the 
existence of resistance, to refute the idea that the slave was all-suffering Uncle Tom or traumatized 
Sambo. Others asked about the consequences of emphasizing resistance, community, and culture to the 
exclusion of power, trauma, and politics.[30] Inevitably, some picked from the archives’ vast terrain only 
the little pebbles of information that supported their own theories about resistance, community or the 
lack thereof, hegemony, and consent.[31] Too few of those who worked with the WPA documents 
heeded the warning of the interviews’ editor, George Rawick: “There is no great virtue to, or historical 
breakthrough in, using the slave narrative only to buttress ancient arguments and preconceived notions. 
The reading of the narratives ought to lead to fresh questions, new insights, a new historiography of 
slavery.”[32] Indeed historians too often did not join the archive—especially the WPA interviews—in a 
conversation as listeners who took their sources seriously as fellow historians of slavery. 
In fact, by the late 1990s, many scholars had dismissed the WPA interviews as sources. The ex-slaves 
were too old by the time they talked. They were too young when they lived as slaves. The interviewers 
were racist local whites who intimidated or misquoted them. While these complaints are not all unjust, 
they could imply that the ex-slave narrators—unlike, let us say, depressive planters with literary 
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ambitions and peculiar sexual appetites—ought to be ideal sources, purely objective purveyors of raw 
data, or we cannot use them to understand enslavement’s hard history.[33] Like any other group of 
people, ex-slaves were not merely repositories of memory who sat still until the 1930s when an 
interviewer turned their keys and unlocked their data. Instead, they were individuals who had been part 
of a centuries-long conversation among African Americans about enslavement. The stories they told 
were conserved, passed along, and refined before interviewers and professional historians ever heard 
them. This may reduce their value as pure evidence of things that definitely happened in slavery times, 
things that we can slot as data into an analytical matrix. Yet that does not mean that the stories told are 
not true, and true on several important levels. 
Indeed, the voices of those once enslaved speak in multiple ways, and they exert an unconquerable if 
non-violent resistance to the last seventy-five years of historiography. Consider the following account 
from one ex-slave interviewee. Louisiana slave Pierre Aucuin was sold by his mother’s owner at the age 
of two. Years later, Aucuin married a woman named Tamerant and had three children. One day, he 
needed a haircut. His regular barber was unavailable, so Tamerant went to work on his hair. “You know, 
Pierre,” she said, looking at his emerging scalp, “this scar on the back of your head sets me a-thinkin’ 
way back when I was a gal . . . I had a little brother then . . . .the master sold my little brother from us, 
and five years later they sold me from my ma and pa. Since then I ain’t seen none of my folks.” Tamerant 
continued, not yet realizing what she was saying: “One day my little brother and me was playin’, and he 
hit me and hurt me. I took an oyster shell and cut him on the back of his head right where you got that 
scar.”[34]
Something like this accidental incest motif, which appeared repeatedly in the remembrances of ex-slaves, 
could be maddening if we wanted to figure out whether or not slave culture was “authentic,” “African,” 
“creolized,” “resistant,” or “hegemonized.” Such conclusions about slave life might be of direct use to us 
in our particular present, but none can be sustained from this particular source—which perhaps explains 
why historians rarely, if ever, cite it. Pierre Aucuin—for he was the ex-slave interviewed, by the way—
here worries about matters completely different from those that have obsessed the historians who have 
tried to raise the flags of their interpretations over the conquered corpse of the past. Aucuin does not 
tell us much about how families worked. He does not tell us how often incest took place. If this is 
Aucuin’s story about slavery, whether he means it as metaphor or as documented fact, he tells us 
enough to let us know that he did not think slavery was a school for teaching civilization, as Phillips 
might have said. Nor does his story suggest that slaves felt that families were a stable source of identity. 
Aucuin emphasizes the destructions of family and even of personality created by the domestic slave 
trade, factors which Eugene Genovese barely mentions. Even more recent accounts of the domestic 
slave trade or of a complex slave quarters divided by gender, accumulation, and religion might not find a 
place for incest stories like this one. This is not just because as “facts” Aucuin’s story does not fit neatly 
into any of the interpretations mentioned, but also because he sets the meaning of slavery in a different 
place than do most of these scholars. 
Within Pierre Aucuin’s storytelling lurks a secret that makes him impervious to every attempted 
conquest by all our historiographies of slavery. This mystery is as much one of genre as of content. He 
emphasizes, like many other survivors of the South’s forced labor camps, the long-term effects of human 
evil, the disruption by white people of family and personal life, and the invasion and manipulation of black 
sexuality. Historians have not talked about these aspects of enslaved people’s lives nearly as much as ex-
slaves did. Other former slaves tell us much about all of those things, often in forms other than stories 
about incest. Yet his story shares in common with all these others not only the claims of his content, 
but the most importantly the claim that we have to put front and center the way in which ex-slaves told 
(or did not tell) the stories of their past. He offers the listener the burden of his own story: that African 
Americans shaped, or sometimes failed to shape, their own culture and their own selves as much by 
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history-telling as by history; that they believed that what one understood about experience was as 
important as what one experienced.[35]
Such words implore us to discover the rich interpretations of enslavement embedded in the meditations 
of ex-slaves. There we could begin a new exploration of slavery’s past that would be different from the 
white-nationalist, black-nationalist, and anti-black-nationalist historiographies of the last seventy-five 
years. For here and everywhere the archive evades our attempt to force its data into any of these 
generations of paradigms about captivity. And what is true of the ex-slave vernacular historians is true of 
many of the documents of the archive in general. They all set up their own alternative system of values 
and follow it. Each is the product of a mind that was an historian of his or her own time. To avoid trying 
to conquer this archive, we must hear the story that dead people are telling us—to their categories; to 
their ways of telling.[36] Joining now-dead people in conversation is never easy, for their uncompromising 
difference from us leads them to say things that to us may be new or difficult. Yet we really have no 
other choice. The dead will not consent to our attempts to fix and limit the meaning of their words, to 
conquer them for our historiographies. 
The archive refuses to consent to being chopped up, parsed out, and squeezed into the casings of our 
stories. This non-consent may once again remind the reader of Jonathan Schell’s description of our 
changing world. For he argues that by the late twentieth century the world had come to be 
unconquerable for reasons in addition to the limits placed on superpowers by nuclear and guerilla war. 
Nonviolent non-cooperation, from Gandhi’s satyagraha, to direct action in the American South, to the 
fall of Communism in the Soviet empire, to the collapse of apartheid in South Africa suggest that non-
consent can overthrow seemingly invincible powers that would not be defeated by war. The democratic 
nationalisms of the last two centuries, which helped make the power of the imperial nation-state, also 
created the conditions and, to some extent, the ideals for this development. So did technology, although 
words, not armies, are the secret to this unconquerability. The speed of communication has facilitated 
many developments, including international terrorism. But the increasing inability of nation-states and 
empires to suppress words has made it much easier to organize and sustain resistance by non-
cooperation. This can work just as easily against would-be empires imposing an ideal as against the 
communist empire that fell a few years ago.[37]
The archive has always been and will always be unconquerable, as long as it exists. Power might go 
through it to prune everything that could ever speak in a distinct voice—the analogy of nuclear war, 
which would forever destroy that which it means to conquer. Then there would be no dead people to 
speak or seem to speak on power’s behalf. We also know that the archive’s innumerable voices will 
never yield us the final version of a history conquered by objective, scientific knowledge sought by the 
early professionalizers. When Arthur Schlesinger, Sr. arrived at Johns Hopkins in 1910, William Dunning 
confirmed him in his “impression that nothing very important remained to be discovered.”[38] Yet the 
closer we have looked and the further we have gone, the more voices within the documents we have 
discovered, and the further we are from a final answer. This in itself might merely be another keen 
insight into the obvious. But there are whole oceans of voices muttering in the Hollinger boxes of the 
Southern Historical Collection, stories to which historians of American slavery have not yet really 
listened. The vast archive collected by Ransack Hamilton and his successors remains in many ways 
understudied, and in many ways its concerns and preoccupations, both obvious and not-so-obvious, 
have not shaped the historiography of enslavement in the forced labor camps of the vast American 
South.[39]
Let me name a few of the types of documents that contain these troubling and rewarding voices. In the 
process I may be able to make a few suggestions about areas in which the Southern Historical Collection 
could add to the archive—or add to our ability to hear the voices already collected, which might be 
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much the same thing. First, many, perhaps even most of the documents in antebellum planter papers 
located at the Southern are either about or are the products of movement and migration, including the 
movement of enslaved people. James Oakes and a few other scholars have written about this, focusing 
on the things that this process can tell us about the planter class, but we still have much to learn about 
how the incessant movement of enslavers shaped the lives of the enslaved. [40] For instance, what are we 
to make of this letter written by—or mostly by—white migrant Sarah Sparkman? From a wayside 
campground by the road through Tennessee, she reminded her brother back in Chowan County to 
“remember that we can meet at a Throne of Grace and that the same all Seeing Eye is over us.” She 
then closed by writing down messages for eight of the dozens of “servants” whom the Sparkman-
Brownrigg clan was marching to Lowndes County, Mississippi. The one dictated by Dave Brownrigg 
read: 
My Dear Wife, I write these few lines to inform you of my health which is much better 
than it has been. I can walk all day and have a good appetite . . . . if I only knew my 
Master was well and you with I should be quite happy to get my Master to say 
something for you in his letter for it would comfort to me to hear from you all. . . . my 
Dear Wife[,] may we meet again is the Prayer of your husband Dave Brownrigg.[41]  
While we have made various estimates of the number of separations in this process, we have generally 
assumed a vast difference between migration with owners (not so bad) and migration as the commodity 
of a slave trader (very bad.) This message suggests a more menacing image of the planter migration that 
shaped the South. It also suggests the kinds of performances that whites required from black families 
who wanted to maintain contact over the distance that those same whites had created by fiat. By 
inference it tells us of the thinness of the ice on which black performers always skated. 
The forced migration of enslaved people pervaded their lives and planters’ papers, but also drove 
historical change in the South between the Revolution and the Civil War. Documents could tell a 
different history “from the bottom up,” a narrative of the antebellum South that pivots not on the 
discovery of regional identity, the rise of Jacksonian parties, or the growth of proslavery ideology. Those 
are super-structural developments that emerged from a moving foundation—the westward-marching 
feet of enslaved people, a different army that also made the nation-state. Change grew upward like 
cotton from the raw, newly cleared dirt of southwestern fields. Even the ensuing political narrative 
would emerge in part from the cyclical reappearance of pyramid bank schemes that rested on slaves 
mortgaged by new states’ political leaders.[42]
Every planter family’s papers are full of documents that talk about buying and selling, and despite 
excellent ongoing work the economic history of slavery remains underdeveloped.[43] In the years since 
Time on the Cross was published relatively few historians of American slavery have taken up quantitative 
projects. Yet even if one is not a committed quantifier, slavery was of course an economic institution. 
We need to think more about how both enslavers and the enslaved thought of slavery as an institution 
of profit and loss. The consequences of their economic decisions shaped enslaved people’s lives and the 
world. Excellent recent scholarship has examined the economic decision-making of enslaved people who 
made, bought, and sold goods with their time off and their small amounts of money. But slaves 
themselves were accounted as property, and the vast proportion of economic and business sources in 
planters’ papers should push us to think carefully about the ways in which whites’ borrowing, lending, 
and entrepreneurial behavior shaped the lives of the enslaved. 
In the Minor Family Papers, for instance, we find that these Mississippi valley planters (and their 
Liverpool cotton factors) constantly interchanged slaves, cotton and news of the world market for 
cotton, prices for all commodities, and banks and the politics of banks.[44] Southern planters usually 
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talked about enslaved people as economic goods rather than as people. One’s conversation with those 
documents might therefore necessarily be marked with sharp disagreement, yet there is as much to 
learn from an argument as from any other dialogue. From such an encounter one might learn more 
about the pressures planters brought to bear on the enslaved. These documents clearly connect 
planters and the enslaved people they manipulated to the wider history of speculations, booms and 
busts, and American commercial growth. Earlier studies addressed this only obliquely, seeking instead to 
answer questions asked by planters about their own essence—were they capitalist? Did they make a 
profit? Now we might use the voices of the enslaved to set the agenda of new questions about whites’ 
economic behavior. In the shadow of every column of figures in every ledger is another set of 
calculations. The enslaved and the formerly enslaved themselves wondered, and so we should in justice 
ask of the planter ledgers that were so often kept hidden from the enslaved questions like these: How 
exploitative were the planters? How irrationally did they act in booms and busts, and at what human 
costs? What was the loss to the enslaved, and the profit to the enslaver of each human day, year, and life 
taken? What would this add up to in terms of the unspeakable “R” word—reparations? Here there are 
new opportunities for sources. Banks and other financial institutions face increasing pressure to come 
clean about their antecedents. In the recent J. P. Morgan Chase case, laws have forced longstanding 
financial services corporations to hire history consultants to comb through everything in their records 
that might reveal connections of these companies or their antecedents to profits directly derived from 
enslavement. The Southern Historical Collection fills up every summer with scholars who would be glad 
to do such work free of charge. 
At least one more genre of slavery’s archive offers new opportunities—that of the slave letter. These 
are not common, but they are more common than you think, and they introduce some fascinating 
possibilities. There is no document more evocative of the voice of the enslaved, none more 
unconquerable than the 1853 letter of Virginia Boyd in the Rice C. Ballard Papers. Aside from Phillip 
Troutman’s not-yet published monograph on the domestic slave trade from Virginia, I do not believe 
that any published work focuses on interpreting these sorts of documents.[45] I am also certain that other 
such letters are out there, somewhere, perhaps in the hands of African American descendants. Would 
the holders of these documents send them to the Southern Historical Collection? The University of 
North Carolina would need to make an effort to preserve African American history parallel in intensity 
and commitment to that launched long ago by Hamilton, in order to win trust and preserve such 
documents. But the Southern Historical Collection has another opportunity to help cultivate the 
preservation of the history of the enslaved by the descendants of those who initially told that history in 
the first person. The massive upsurge of interest outside the academy in black genealogy has helped to 
inspire and create a market for a number of new and wonderful resources. These include the collections 
of Documenting the American South, and Gwendolyn Midlo Hall et al’s wonderful database of sources on 
early Louisiana, Afro-Louisiana History and Genealogy, 1718–1820, as well as electronic versions of the 
WPA narratives. From these, a new world of record-linking is emerging, making more possible the 
discovery of individual life histories, deeper community studies that trace migration patterns, and the 
correcting of old histories. The SHC could become a site where scholars and lay researchers interlink 
computer-based research with the manuscripts. 
This entire archive is an unconquerable world of dead people who yet tell us stories, and constantly 
changing ones, at that. We can dismiss none of them, and we can accept none of them as pure fact. But 
if we want to learn something genuinely new about the past—and maybe, through a circuitous historical 
route, about the present and future—we need to continue to pay consistent attention to the categories, 
the kinds of story-telling, the types of voices which the archive itself uses. Historians faced with the 
enormous contemporary implications of slavery in the American South, and the enormous complexity of 
interpreting its sources, have too often resorted to attempts to conquer the archive. They have 
dismissed some sources, reduced others to mere bits of evidence, and picked which ones to take on 
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their own terms. Presentist concerns have flattened and hidden the stories told by the dead. Yet neither 
power nor prejudice can conquer the archive, though they have maimed its limbs at some times and 
stunted its growth at others. “Scientific” history has not done it, though it has confused us and confuses 
us still. As long as the words remain, no interpretation of the sources can be final. Despite the worst 
aims of J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton, the good that he did, even if only by accident, will outlast the wrongs 
he committed. He saved voices that would eventually speak loudly enough to help overturn the 
worldview whose aims he sought to serve by saving planter papers in the first place. You could only rule 
and control the dead by destroying all their words. They will yet wear down every attempt we make to 
shape them according to our monologues. By turns troubling, confusing, and contradictory, they are as 
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